A tool that helps technicians collecting and processing field information for earlier and better decision making

- through a simple and very practical interface
- while allowing to exploit all gathered information through graphs, calculated fields, historical comparison and cartographic representation,
- increasing the potential use of the data collected while data post-processing is not needed.
Benefits by using AGRIMÈS®

1. Easy data capture
2. Simple interface
   • Intuitive pre-defined menu
3. Offline data gathering
4. Real-time data analysing
   • No post-processing
   • Current data vs. historical
   • Reports generation
 Benefits by using AGRIMÈS®

Map generation
- Dots collection
- Harvest quality
- Export to other platforms
  - Tractors
  - Apply localized treatments
Benefits by using AGRIMÈS®

Early alerts generation
• Plots that meet certain conditions
• Tempranillo + irrigated + <680 masl
  (In black color)
Benefits by using AGRIMÈS®
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